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Buyer Reports

Key points on documentation structure:
The screen shot shown under each report is what the users will see when they
click on the respective reports listed above
The first screen typically is the Report Filter screen to input the selection criteria.
The follow up screens are the result of button clicked on the previous screen. For
e.g. clicking on “Show Report” button transitions the user from the “Filter” screen
to respective report screen.
The additional drill downs are available for certain reports where the navigation
may be:
-

Supplier level summary

-

Item level details

-

Card level details

Buyer Status Report
This report provides complete visibility of the material replenishment status at the lot size level – on hand
inventory, orders released, orders in process at the suppliers, goods in transit, goods waiting for
inspection and good received. Several filters can be applied to view the data.

- Represents inventory on hand at the plant
- Represents Orders released to the suppliers but not yet acknowledged by supplier
- Orders accepted by the supplier and is in their manufacturing process
- Orders completed by suppliers but waiting at the consolidation hub
- Goods shipped by suppliers which are in transit
- Goods received by customers but waiting for inspection or put away

By clicking on the Item the report can be expanded to show card (or order) level details for each item as
shown below. Each state displays the amount of lots or orders.

As you drill down exceptions are highlighted at the card level as shown below:
- Indicates that a note is attached to the card during the current cycle
- Indicates the card is late – Not acknowledged on time or not shipped on time or not received on
time
- Indicates the card is shipped without printing the label

- Indicates that this order is not acknowledged on time and has a note attached to it
- Indicates that this order is shipped without printing the label
- Indicates that this order has notes attached to it

In addition by doing mouse over each card, additional details can be seen depending on which state the
card is.
-

On hand – Will show Last Received date, Last Received by, Card Quantity and Notes
Released – Will show Released Date, Required Ship Date, Required Receive Date, Card
Quantity, P.O. Number and Supplier
In Process – All of the information in Released state plus the Accepted Date and Accepted
by
In Transit – All the information in In Process state plus actual ship date, actual ship
quantity, Carrier, Tracking number

Excel Reports
Excel Reports are created for the user to extract data from the Ultriva application to do additional
analysis. Many of the packaged reports described in this guide should cater to over 80% of customers’
requirement. However if users need more then they can use these Excel Reports:
Card History
This report allows the user to historical cycle information and filters them by supplier, product line,
commodity code, item and date range. The user can define which action that date range should filter to.
Here are the fields shown in the excel report.

ItemNo
Card_GID
ReleaseDate
ReleasedBy
AcceptDate
AcceptedBy
QuarantineDate
QuarantineBy
QuarantineQty
ReqdShipDate
ShipDate

ShippedBy
ShippedQty
ReqdReceiveDate
ReceiveDate
ReceivedBy
ReceivedQty
RejectedDate
RejectedBy
ApprovedDate
ApprovedBy
ApprovedQty

PartialRejectQty
RecallDate
RecalledBy
KBQty
ProductFamily
CommodityCode
Coordinator
Carrier
Supplier
ABCCode
CurrentCyclePONum

CurrentCyclePOLineNum
LocationCode
Status
TrackingNo
CycleNo
CardLocationCode
PackingSlipNo
DecimalFactor
SupplierItemCode
PlantCode
PlantName

Card Status
This report allows the user to filter by supplier and look at the status of all cards for that supplier. Here
are the fields shown in Excel report.

ItemNo
SupplierName
Category
SupplierItemCode

PalletQty
NoOfCards
KanbanInventory
OnHandCards

ReleasedCards
InProcessCards
ShippedCards
ReceivedCards

SupplierTotalCards
SupplierCardTotalQty
OnHandQty
DecimalFactor

Consumption Report
This report shows consumption data for the time period at the individual cycle levels. The details include
all the information for each cycle. Here are the fields shown in this Excel report.

ItemGID
ItemNo
Description
CardID
CycleNo
BPFL_APPSTATUS
CardQty

ConsumptionDate
BusGID
LastReceivedDate
BUSName
ConsumedQty
SupplierGID
SupplierPONum
SupplierName
SupplierPOLineNum
FamilyTitle
SupplierPOReleaseNum
ClassificationTitle
SupplierPOReleaseLineNumDecimalFactor

PackingSlipNo
IGParams
LocationCode
UnitPrice
SupplierWorkOrderNum
ItmFlags
SupplierItemCode
TrackingNo

Card Design
This report gives details of all the Kanban sizing details for each item. These include all the parameters
set in the application to compute the number of cards. Here are the fields shown in the Excel report.

PartNumber
Description
UsagePerDay
OrderCycle
LeadTime
TransitTime

SafetyStock
QtyOnCard
TotalCards
CalculatedCards
CurrentLoopsize
CardsToBeDestroyedAfterConsumption

NonReplenishmentCards
CardsToBeDestroyedAfterExpirationDate
Classifcation
ClassificationTitle
Family
FamilyTitle

UserParam1
LocationCode
Category

Item Usage
This report shows data for the last 3 months. It shows the defined usage per day and what was the
monthly usage for the three months. Here are the fields that are shown in the Excel report.

SupplierName

ItemNo

Description

UsagePerDay CoordinatorName

Jan-11

Feb-11

Mar-11

Outstanding Receive
This report allows the receiving dock to get the prepared for the next day receipts. You can pick any date
and the report will give the expected shipments for that date. Here are the fields that will show in the
Excel report.

Supplier Name
Item
Description
Card ID

Ship Date
ShipQty
Reqd Receive
SupplierPONum

SupplierPOLineNum
Release #
Release Line #

Supplier Performance
This report graphs the performance of all suppliers for the defined date range. The performance
measurement can be based on accuracy of shipments or receipts.

Additionally performance can be constrained with tolerances. For e.g. take a shipment accuracy report.
Typically if suppliers ship ahead of the required ship date, they are considered as good suppliers.
However this tolerance of say two days will put them in the good category only if they shipped up to 2
days early and not otherwise. This is very relevant when the companies are moving towards
implementing Lean Supply Chain

The summary shows performance of all the suppliers by their receipts. You can drill down by each
supplier and view the performance at individual items supplied by that supplier as shown below.

This will provide flexibility to see whether supplier performance is consistent across or all items or they
are having supply issues with few. If there are supply issues with specific parts then you can drill down
whether it is uniform across all cycles or some outliers are titling the average as shown below.

Red Item Analysis
Ultriva’s inventory health categorizes items as RED, YELLOW and GREEN based on their risk of stocking
out.
- RED denotes high risk
- YELLOW denotes medium risk
- GREEN denotes low risk
A buyer has to take action primarily on the RED items. Typically an item goes to RED state either when
supplier is performing poorly (late shipments) or the demand for the parts have gone up. This report
allows the users to drill down and analyze these items further.

The filter criteria allow you to choose parts for each condition. In the suppliers with late deliveries, the
reports details the late orders, next expected delivery, how soon you will stock out etc.

For Items with increasing demand, the report shows the usage increase as well as # of days till you stock
out.

Savings Analysis by Time
This report allows the users to view benefits of inventory reduction for defined intervals. So the managers
can monitor on a quarterly basis whether they are meeting the goals of inventory reduction and
inventory turns

The filter allows date ranges, report interval (weekly, monthly, quarterly) and chart styles (line, bar and
pie)
The report computes inventory savings for the defined interval. The bars on the report indicate
cumulative savings for that period.
So if you look at a wide range the inventory savings will be higher as compared to like a month.
At the bottom of the report, the data shows the inventory at the beginning of this period and the
inventory at the end of the period. The savings indicated should match with the last bar on the graph.

Also by placing the cursor on any data point, you will see a tooltip that shows the date and computed
savings.

Kanban Inventory
This report focuses on providing the historical trend line for:
- Defined consumption vs. actual
- Changes in the loop size
- On-hand inventory during the period
You can select a date range, one or more items, report intervals, and which graphs you wish to see.

The gap between the red line (inventory on hand) and blue line (actual consumption) is the safety stock.
If the gap is large then it provides an opportunity to resize the Kanban loop.

Supplier On-Time
This report shows graphically the on-time performance of one or more suppliers.

The performance measurement can be based on accuracy of shipments or receipts. Additionally
performance can be constrained with tolerances. For e.g. take a shipment accuracy report. Typically if
suppliers ship ahead of the required ship date, they are considered as good suppliers. However this
tolerance of say two days will put them in the good category only if they shipped up to 2 days early and
not otherwise. This is very relevant when the companies are moving towards implementing Lean Supply
Chain. The report interval can be weekly, monthly or quarterly.

You can view multiple suppliers’ performance without re-running the report.

Cycle Time
This report focuses on lead time validation at item level.

Several filters are available to search by. The results shown below highlights for each item the defined
lead times and actual achieved during the period. It also shows the inventory velocity i.e. how many
times the lot size has been turned over for each item during this period. If the supplier’s defined lead time
is substantially higher than the actuals, then this report facilitates the discussion with the suppliers for
reduction in lead time and thereby cutting down inventory in the chain.

Each item can be drilled down further to the card level to identity any inconsistencies as shown below.
Another interesting note on the card level is information is whether all cards are being cycled at the same
velocity. Like shown below if certain cards have gone through 11 cycles where as others have had only
two cycles, then it can indicate one of two things:
- Materials are not being consumed on FIFO basis and/or
- Excess inventory is being carried for this item

Further drill down from the card level to cycle level will detail supplier’s delivery consistency and
showcase outliers if any.

Stock out
This report will focus on highlighting how many times parts stocked out during a given period.

It can be filtered by one or more suppliers, a group of items or selected items. The result shown below
displays % of parts stocked out on each day. By placing the cursor on any data point users can see the
part numbers that stocked out on that day.

Inventory Cost
This report focuses on two data sets:
- Cost of inventory on a monthly (weekly or daily) basis
- Number of items that constituted the inventory cost
-

The report can be filtered by Kanban or forecast or all items. The graph can show couple of trend lines:
- Whether your on-hand inventory is increasing, decreasing or steady over the period
- Whether the number of items are increasing or steady over the period.
Typically if the number of parts is stable, then the on hand inventory should reduce initially and then
stabilize. Similarly as the customer start adding more parts the inventory might increase initially but then
will start trending down.

The value of inventory for each month is also tabulated at the bottom of the report

Supplier Scorecard
This report focuses on breaking down the supplier’s performance in to discrete actions and assessing
them.
The report shows up for the previous 12 months. You can click on any month and get the respective
report. The performance breakdown is for:
- Accept Performance – this shows how well the suppliers complied with accept deadline (24
hours or 48 hours) defined by their customers
- Ship Performance – this deals with the Required Ship Date compliance
- Receive Performance – this deals with the Required Receive Date compliance
- Ship Quantity Performance – this deals with Ship Quantity compliance. Over/Under
shipment will negatively show on this performance
- Receive Quantity Performance – this deals with Receive Quantity compliance. Quantity
rejected during inspective will negatively show on this performance

Any of the graphs can be clicked to see bigger view of the same as shown below

A further drill down of the suppliers will show the performance at individual item level as shown below.

Outstanding shipment
This report is more relevant to the supplier. But the buyers if they are managing logistics, they can see
this report on the total orders outstanding, orders due and orders past due.

The report can be filtered by one or more suppliers. This report becomes less relevant as the same
information is available on the home page as well

On-Hand Inventory
This report focuses on displaying on hand inventory cost and days of inventory.

In addition to Item Type this report can be filtered by specific location code as well. Running this report
for critical location code (high value parts or large inventory area) on a well set frequency (every month
or quarter) will help the Materials manager to closely monitor the inventory goals.

Number of days on hand is a very common measure for large companies and keeping it below a
threshold level is one of the KPI for the plant.
For items with large days on hand, you drill down to see the lots. The screen shows the last received date
for each lot. When the lot is sitting for an extended period the materials manager can analyze the reason
and determine on the next steps.

Outstanding Receipts
Like outstanding shipments, this report provides information from the receipts perspective.

Total Spend Report
This is one of the most important reports for the senior level supply chain personnel in large multi-plant
organizations. The reports value goes up substantially if the company is using multiple ERP systems.
Across ERP and across plants, this report consolidates the total spend by suppliers. So in a situation
where a vendor is supplying to multiple divisions and each division is running different ERP system, a
supply chain executive can still see how much they bought from the vendor.

They can filter by a plant or set of plants or all the plants
This report shows totals by month, by supplier as well as for the entire 12 month period.

The trend of spend for each supplier is also plotted as the sparkline graph which can zoomed in to see the
details like shown below

The report can be viewed from a plant centric perspective instead of supplier centric view as shown
below. In addition you can view by commodity codes as well.

Supplier Reports

Key points on documentation structure:
The screen shot shown under each report is what the users will see when they
click on the respective reports listed above
The first screen typically is the Report Filter screen to input the selection criteria.
The follow up screens are the result of button clicked on the previous screen. For
e.g. clicking on “Show Report” button transitions the user from the “Filter” screen
to respective report screen.
The additional drill downs are available for certain reports where the navigation
may be:
-

Supplier level summary

-

Item level details

-

Card level details

Supplier Status

This report is similar to Buyer status report described at the beginning of this document. Only the
supplier can see this report for the parts that he is supplying to the customer… More details

Consolidated Demand
The focus of this report is to show the supplier a consolidated view of all his demands (orders) across
multiple plants from a single customer. The supplier logs in to a single portal but can see all his orders
even if they are from multiple ERP systems

Supplier can view by item number the units to be manufactured to fulfill their orders.
By clicking on the item number, the system shows the shipping schedule for these orders. The supplier
can export this data and use it directly in production.

This would be a near impossible task in a non-Ultriva environment where they will be receiving discreet
paper P.Os.

Excel Reports

These reports are the same as described earlier in the buyer reports section; the only difference is this
report is generated only for the items being supplied by this vendor. More details….

Supplier Performance
Same details as explained in the Buyer reports section with the filter being set for this supplier only. More
details….

On-time Shipment
Suppliers will be able to see their performance by individual plants.

They can continuously monitor the performance without having to depend on the customer’s report.
Both the supplier and customer will be looking at same set of data and therefore dealing with one
version of truth.
Since the suppliers can measure they can improve their performance on an ongoing basis. More details…

Outstanding Shipment
This report can be used to look at the pending shipments.

OEE Reports

OEE reports are generally a summary and detail of the shop floor operations.
Closed Production
This report takes the date range and shows for the work center total units completed for each item

If there are multiple operations it shows the completion for each operation.

By clicking the item number you can drill down to see the cards (orders) for that item that were
completed.

Jobs not completed
Similarly the jobs not completed within the specified time is listed in this report.

Drill down will show which cards (orders) that were not completed.

Operator Efficiency
This report gives the work details of all the operators in the cell. The report shows work hours and earned
hours. Some companies will compensate differently for the time depending on the operators skill or
operation type. In such scenario, earned hours come in to play

Supervisors can drill down to each operator and look at all the information related to their jobs.

OEE Metrics
If OEE is enabled and all the necessary data like Standard machine rate, standard production rate etc.
then the dashboard will show the OEE results as shown below.
The OEE metrics are:
- Machine Availability
- Performance
- Quality of output
This dashboard will be automatically updated every few minutes if needed. The data can be seen like a
panel or in a tabular form.
This will be shown on the home page.

If you run the OEE report, then the following information is displayed for each shift in a given date range.
Placing the cursor on any machine will provide all the OEE related details as shown below

